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Motion of Active Matter

Common Detection Problems

The dynamic behavior of active matter, such
as flocks and swarms of animals, swimming
bacteria, vehicles or even humans currently attracts huge interest in socio-economic and softmatter physics. Of particular interest are questions related to:

Due to non-optimal experimental conditions detection errors will typically
occur. Most common problems are:

◮ Emergence of ordered phases
◮ Connection of individual and collective
motion

To obtain long-time dynamics particles must never be lost and robust tracking
which takes possible errors into account is required. The typical number of
particles is around 500, the number of recorded frames is about 30000.
Consequently we require detection that fails in less than 0.0000067 %.

Shadows

Active motion can emerge via excitation of translational but also of rotational degrees of freedom due to:
◮ Constant point-force F
◮ Torque T
⇒ Detection of translational and rotational motion is
required in experiments.

Active Rotation in a Granular System
In every granular system with friction non-head on collision lead to rotation of
particles due to tangential forces. In (quasi-)2D the rotational degree of
freedom can be excited systematically, by designing particles that convert
vibration into rotation.[1]
Particles and Setup [2]
Monodisperse System [3] Bidisperse System [4]

Reflections

Merging Edges

False Positives

Robust High Reliability Tracking
Since the number of particles is constant we design a tracking concept
conditioned to never lose a particle. For stable tracking the number of
particles, coordinates and orientations has to be seeded in one frame.
Seed first frame
◮ trial detect particles
◮ parameter optimization
◮ manual tracking &
exclusion
⋗ Search for corresponding
tracks in frame N+1
Repeat this step with frame N+1. Since the number of particles must remain
constant this tracking can only fail if a valid coordinate is associated with a
false positive or a particles is lost for multiple frames. To exclude this problem
the tolerance valid tracks must not be too large.
If no associations can be detected we either remember the
previous track and retry in the next frame, or we perform
a manual track. E.g. detect major axis manually to obtain
center of mass and orientation of a particle.

Novell features such as segregation of clockwise and counter-clockwise rotators
can be observed in such systems.[4,5]

Tracking & Processing Orientations
Since we treat the orientation symmetrically we have no full information of
absolute particle orientation. Particles can move and/or flip“ their direction:
”
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Particle Detection
Standard image detection techniques involve edge detection, threshold
detection and component detection according to morphological properties of
connected components in the resulting binary images.[6,7]

Prerequisite for valid processing of orientation: Particles must not turn more
than 45◦ between two frames. However this condition must be assumed and
can never be guaranteed by a numerical test.
To determine the change of the particle angle the following algorithm is used:
◮ if sgn(αN )=sgn(αN+1)
⊲ d α=αN+1 − αN
◮ else (if sgn(αN )6=sgn(αN+1))
⊲ if sgn(αN ) > 0 & sgn(αN+1) < 0 (+ to -)
◮ if αN > 45 then d α = 180 + αN+1 − αN (we go from Q2 to Q3)
◮ else d α = αN+1 − αN (we go from Q2 to Q1)
⊲ if sgn(αN ) < 0 & sgn(αN+1) > 0 (- to +)
◮ if αN > 45 then d α = −(180 − αN+1 ) − αN (we go from Q1 to Q4)
◮ else d α = αN+1 − αN (we go from Q1 to Q2)

Literature
Detection of orientation α
Detection of orientation from ellipse fit:
◮ Find ellipse with equal second moments
◮ Determine semi-axis and orientation α
No preferential direction −90◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦
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